This paper describes an approach for video shot detection.
INTRODUCTION
Video databases are growing so rapidly that most of the contained information is becoming inaccessible. A valuable tool in the management of visual records is the ability to automatically "describe" and index the content of video sequences. Such a facility would allow recovery of desired video segments or objects from a large video databases. Efficient use of stock film archives is usually quoted as potential applications.
In order to achieve a reliable video description, the primary requirement is the structuration of the video into elementary shots. It consists in detecting transition effects between homogeneous segments (shots). This video partitioning step enables to provide content-based browsing of video. This stage should facilitate higher level tasks, such as video editing or retrieval.
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OPTICAL FLOW WAVELET COEFFICIENTS ESTIMATION
In this section, we briefly outline the algorithm that we have developed to estimate motion wavelet coefficients. Further details can be found in [4].
Let us consider an image sequence I ( p % , t) with p, = (xl,y,) E Cl the location of each pixel in the image. In order to recover a smooth and regular optical flow, we use E-spline wavelets, which have maximum regularity and symetry. The degree of the B-spline determines the approximation accuracy.
The motion parameter vector 8, which contains wavelet coefficients c~, k , , k , and d: ; : :
For all j , k l , k 2 is estimated by minimizing an objective function @=argm?
~( I ( p i + v s ( p , ) , t + l ) -I ( p i , t ) ) , (3) where p(.) is a robust norm error (M-estimator). The minimization step is achieved using an incremental and multiresolution estimation method [6].
The wavelet-based motion model enables to estimate for successive frames an accurate optical flow defined by its wavelet coefficients [4] . The motion wavelet coefficient vector 8 also provides a compact and meaningful motion description. This approach was previously used with success to characterize video's dynamic contents according to camera displacements and object motions [7].
In the video shot detection context, a coarse motion estimation is enough to determine if the image temporal variations is due to motion or scene change. As a consequence, we estimate a low resolution motion model, corresponding to 1 = 3 in relation (2). The dimension of the motion parameter vector 8 is then equal to 128.
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SHOT DETECTION BASED ON LINEAR PREDICTION OF MOTION WAVELET COEFFICIENTS
Shot boundaries are characterized by scene changes. These transitions could be sudden (cuts) or span several frames (in the case of fade idout, dissolve or wipe transitions). When the transitions occur, the brightness constancy assumption ( I ) assumed to estimate motion, fails. The magnitude of the estimated optical flow wavelet coefficients contain large errors and suddenly grow up ( figure 1 ).
An obvious approach to detect shot boundaries is to find when wavelet coefficient vectors 8 have a norm greater than a predefined threshold. However, we found it not suitable in practice, since li8ll have similar magnitude when large motions or shot boundaries occur. This case is displayed in the figure 2 (up) , which represents the temporal evolution of IlOll, estimated between frame 5890 to 5990 of a TV news program. A scene change occurs around frame 5900, whereas frames 5940 to 5980 (approximatively) contain large motions. In these two regions, the motion wavelet coefficient vectors have close magnitude.
Hence, rather than only considering wavelet coefficients magnitude, we use also the linear prediction (LP) error of 8. . . , XN}, the LP technique consists in predicting a value z , using previous data:
where p is the order OF the predictor, ai's are the LP coefficients and e, is the L P error. The al's coefficients are estimated by minimizing the squared LP error e:, yielding a set of p equations which are of the form In our problem, the data sequence is On, where the subscript n = 1,. . . , N denotes that 8, is estimated between the frames n and n + 1. The vector 8, contains all wavelet coefficients, and we consider the prediction error For each coefficient sequence independently.
Because the estimated coefficients are not temporally stationary, we use the technique of fixed-length windowing: the signal is split into short (-I O frames), equal and overlapping segments in the expectation that, over small intervals, stationarity can be assumed.
Let be e, = (eln,. . . ,el,) the prediction error vector containing the LP errors estimated from all wavelet coefficient sequence at time n : shows the temporal evolution of Ile,ll computed from the vectors 9, (upper plot in figure 2) . The place having large prediction error corresponds to the shot boundary, while the segment with large motion (frames 5940 to 5980) has small LP errors.
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. Then, by thresholding [~e , ,~~, wecan detect withourambiguity peaks corresponding to shot boundary locations. The threshold is adaptively determined by computing the median absolute deviation (MAD) of /lenll [91. o=a.median,(/le,/J -medianj(llejll)l).
The MAD provides a variance robust estimation of l/en/l, where the largest LP errors are considered as outliers. This quantity enables to define a threshold which is insensitive to peak magnitudes. In our experiments, LY is set to 15.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have evaluated our algorithm on two excerpts of videos extracted from the AIM (Multimedia Indexation Action) corpus'. A reference temporal segmentation, available for each video, enables to precisely quantify the quality of the shot detection.
The first video deals with TV news (figure 1.a to f ) and has 5700 frames. It exhibits 41 transitions, including dissolve effects (between scenes with presenter and reports) and cuts (whithin reports).
The second video is a TV sene, named "The Avengers" (figure 3 ) and has 4000 frames consisting of 71 cuts and I dissolve effect. The video contains a large number of shots with various motion contents. It goes from interior scenes, with low activities, to action scenes with high activities and large motions. Figure 3 displays the first 30 shots detected by the algorithm.
Results of shot detection are shown in table 1 in terms of correct, false and missed transitions detected by the method. "Missed" column corresponds not only to missed transitions, but also to progressive effects that are not perfectly aligned, since the "Correct" criterion is based on a "sufficient" overlapping of the two corresponding segments.
The length of the common portion must be at least RMIN times the length of the longest segment and R M A~ times the length of the shortest segment. Values for R M I N and are respectively 1/3 and 1/2 [IO] . For the TV news video, 3 of the 4 "missed transitions correspond to dissolve effects that have been effectively detected, hut less than 1/3 of the reference duration. 
CONCLUSION
We have described an original approach for motion-based video shot detection. It relies on motion wavelet coefficients directly estimated from two successive frames of the sequence. Shot boundaries induce temporal discontinuities of the wavelet coefficients. These discontinuities are enhanced by computing the frame to frame linear prediction errors of wavelet coefficients. Experimental results on real videos with reference temporal segmentations exhibit good performances.
Previous experiments have shown that motion wavelet coefficients also enable to characterize the dynamic content of videos in terms of camera displacement and scene activity. We are currently exploring the issue of shot characterization in term of motion contents (shot boundaries, camera displacements and scene activity) in the aim of developing a complete algorithm for motion-based video structuring and indexing.
